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The Last Day 28 September 2015 - Rosh Hashanah

The Great Apocalypse
2008-2015

Mini-Apocalypse
4 January 2012 – 25 July 2015
ISRAEL prospering in a vortex of ISLAMIC SPRING

4 April 2015
Tetra Blood Moon, Sun eclipse,

Three Civilization Calendars
1) 4004 BC Aztec-Enoch-Noah
2) 5 February 2287 BC Julius Caesar

â
The First Born Saints
(Rapture)
Second Asteroid Earth Impact

God’s Wrath
An earth axis wobble causing gigantic earthquakes

17 September 2015
â
3)	
  Starting	
  the	
  Third	
  Civilization	
  with	
  a	
  new	
  calendar	
  
Yeshua’s	
  Kingdom	
  on	
  Earth	
  

Feast of Tabernacles
Jesus Christ’s Birthday {∞}
First Jubilee {50 yrs.}
Israel Reborn {70 yrs.}
A Coronation King of Kings
Return of the Shekinah Glory

23 September 2017
Virgo Constellation
1 - 15 Tishri - 5778

(A Femtosecond time pulse perspective of the 7th Babushka Egg Concept Book)
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"Truly this generation will not pass away"?
Why do Christians not believe it?

Jonah-II came 10 years ago to the Global Town Square
to announce the Apocalypse
2008-2015
A Warning! Get ready to meet your Maker.
< Predicting your Death >

17 September 2015
The ELOHIM-creator will repeat a historical asteroid event as in 2288 BC.
Once more He will destroy a civilization.
Like Sodom and Gomorrah will end in Judgment of God's Wrath

1.

Worldwide,	
   our	
   education	
   system	
   has	
   brainwashed	
   this	
   generation	
   in	
   an	
   unscientific	
   atheistic	
  
evolution	
  religion,	
  which	
  morphed	
  ancient	
  divine	
  laws	
  of	
  Good	
  and	
  Evil	
  into	
  Relativism.	
  This	
  is	
  causing	
  the
destruction	
   of	
   our	
   environment	
   toward	
   total	
   extinction	
   of	
   mankind.	
   God’s	
   creation	
   has	
   been	
   genetically	
  
assaulted	
   with	
   GMO,	
   cloned	
   vegetables	
   screwing	
   up	
   genetically	
   domestic	
   animals	
   on	
   a	
   massive	
   scale	
   and	
  
destroying every	
   FOOD	
   for	
   future	
   mankind.	
   Worldwide	
   corrupt,	
   totally	
   evil	
   conglomerates	
   spliced-‐out	
   in	
  
secret	
   the	
   embedded	
   reproduction intelligence	
   in	
   most	
   seeds	
   now	
   enforced	
   in	
   gene-‐patents	
   stamped	
   on	
  
every	
  vegetable	
  and	
  fruit	
  to	
  make	
  obscene	
  profit	
  putting	
  many	
  organic	
  farmers	
  out	
  of	
  business.	
  Worse,	
  it	
  is	
  
causing	
  the	
  termination	
  of	
  original	
  life	
  forms	
  for	
  the	
  next	
  generation.	
  The	
  gross	
  eradication of	
  irreplaceable	
  
original	
  food	
  gene-‐intelligence	
  and	
  grossly	
  changed	
  the	
  human	
  species	
  with	
  a	
  half-‐human	
  &	
  half-‐animal,	
  is	
  
in	
   blatant	
   conflict	
   with	
   the	
   Eternal	
   ELOHIM.	
   That	
   evil	
   provocation	
   will	
   be	
   judged	
   once	
   more	
   in	
   God’s	
  
Wrath	
   as foretold	
   by	
   ancient	
   Hebrew	
   prophets	
   Isaiah,	
   Zechariah,	
   Jeremiah	
   &	
   Zephaniah	
   -‐	
   pay	
   attention	
  
(70)	
  seventy	
  times	
  "ON	
  THAT	
  DAY".	
  

2.

Most	
  are	
  unaware	
  that	
  we	
  are	
  at	
  the	
  end	
  of	
  the	
  prophesied	
  Apocalypse	
  2008-‐1015.	
  So	
  God	
  once	
  more
has	
   sent	
   a	
   modern	
   Jonah	
   fire	
   marshal	
   to	
   the	
   town	
   square	
   to	
   WARN	
   mankind,	
   "Wake	
   up	
   and	
   be	
   saved!"	
  
Because	
   our	
   civilization	
   deliberately	
   refused	
   repeated	
   warnings,	
   it	
   will	
   be	
   destroyed	
   with	
   a	
   similar	
   Noah	
  
event	
  when	
  an	
  asteroid	
  ended	
  5	
  February	
  2287	
  BC	
  an	
  Atlantis	
  Civilization.	
  Watch	
  once	
  more!	
  It	
  will	
  happen;	
  
we should	
  believe	
  Jesus’	
  prediction.	
  

3.

To	
  make	
  a	
  WARNING	
  credible	
  Jonah-‐II	
  came	
  into	
  the	
  Web-‐town-‐square	
  with	
  a	
  Big	
  Fish	
  announcing	
  a	
  
major	
   science	
   discovery	
   in	
   this	
   century	
   of	
   Free	
   Energy	
   embedded	
   in	
   gravity	
   and	
   splitting	
   water	
   to	
   gain	
  
Hydrogen.	
  Not	
  understanding	
  a	
  rejected	
  BIBLE	
  containing	
  history	
  written	
  in	
  advance	
  will prove	
  that	
  Yeshua-‐
Jesus	
   predestined	
   a	
   date	
   for	
   calamities	
   to	
   begin.	
   Corrupted	
   global	
   governments	
   still	
   suppressing	
   TRUTH	
  
exchanged	
  for	
  LIES	
  will	
  be	
  judged.	
  	
  A	
  free	
  Internet	
  now	
  opens	
  the	
  doors	
  of	
  forbidden	
  knowledge	
  gaining	
  a	
  
superior	
  science	
  perspective	
  of	
  God's	
  Plan	
  for	
  Mankind	
  ignored	
  for	
  centuries.	
  	
  

Jonah announces: God’s Kingdom on Earth will be born:

28 September 2015
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The Endgame
New Science Discoveries Prove Jonah’s
Last Warning:
A New Divine Civilization is Coming Soon
This will be the last opportunity to examine a very important
announcement of GOD’S WRATH that has been published
on the WEB since 2005, expanded now to thirteen free
Babushka egg concept books. These books were mainly
written to widen a knowledge horizon of inspired divine
prophecy, but overlaid with selected new science discoveries
from a large technology science pool never done before.
The ELOHIM Creator repeated history many times in his
Torah-Bible when mankind became totally evil and violated
his laws gave WARNING before he executed his Wrath.
Now He has given us a last chance to recognize the legal
stipulations of his covenant made with mankind linked to
modern computerized high technology.
Therefore I now ask, why is Jonah’s message sent from God
disregarded? For example, the ancient prophet Jeremiah
warned repeatedly the king why ELOHIM was so angered.
Once more in our time, he will duplicate a correction when
his commandments are desecrated again. Why ignore the
consequences and still suppress old forgotten laws postulated
by Newton?
Many universities, TV preachers and Rabbis in synagogues
rejected it; therefore, they remain inexperienced in Bible
prophecy. Predicting future events is usually wrong because
they do not realize that our earth-axis wobble recently
stopped on 21 December 2012, which would change any
Daniel-John prophecy projections, and not matching our
Gregorian calendar. Why disregard, what is foreseen by Jesus
as, “the date of your death” now uncovered in true science?
Worldwide over 50 Governments and 300 universities have
been warned, but are still afraid of the global Oil-CoalNuclear Cartels which rebuff the proof of free and green
ENERGY? Why do they ignore Gods blessings and reject a
big Jonah-FISH, disregarding free electricity extracted from
gravity and hydrogen fuel split from ocean saltwater?
The ELOHIM announced his intentions and used the modern
Internet town square and sent a number of Torah educated
messengers with hi-tech witnesses. Why ignore his big
Energy Fish that should have been a credible Warning? What
is coming next year will resemble Sodom and Gomorrah and
again involve an asteroid linked to a terrible historic date
verified by science, which triggered (5 February 2287 BC)
Noah’s Flood. It destroyed the Atlantis Civilization of a much
higher advanced technology. Billion of people perished
except eight people building a boat believing God. Notice,
once again, a judgment of God’s Wrath is appointed for us
and will appear suddenly to repeat the same event. What is
saving You?
Please take the time and check out that the prophesied intense
birth pangs of the Apocalypse will last only 150 days, the
birth is very short and is followed by ten days of destruction
calculated from science. It is recorded in Revelation (Rev.

17:5) but was planned by a secret Masonic society linked to a
Mystery of Babylon which morphed into the seven-headed
evil serpent of New York City’s FED Bankers printing fiatillegal money. They initiated a computerized One World
Order to gain Absolute Power. An insider leaked how they
operate in The Death of Money.
http://moneymorningtv.com/rickards/ocho.php?pub
_id=454975&s1=gdnmmp3
Therefore, do not blame God when MAN-MADE calamities
match Bible prophecy and will uncontrollably accelerate to
totally destroy our 21st Century Civilization, which is
guaranteed to go down like the unsinkable Titanic. The group
of evil world FED-bankers has power over every technology
using illegal capital to devastate the only planet in the
universe where LIFE exists.
Watch the satellites when
disappeared to avoid a nuclear exchange will paralyze a
military complex technology and silence the TV-Web, thus
will not show the climaxing Last Days of a ruined civilization
to prove that the Creator did not cause a final collapse.
The ELOHIM will permit anything to a point but now
reviewed what Mankind has invented through advanced
science, which was collected by technical inventor Jonah-II
in (Pearl #233). Many science-invention witnesses were
gathered to demonstrate why the earth’s environment will
completely disintegrate terminating Life. In addition, every
global court witness this German scientist presented is linked
to mankind’s mismanagement, ignoring Noah’s forgotten
divine covenant still in force.
We have allowed ourselves to grossly violate a binding
divine contract made with ELOHIM and modified His
complex gene intelligence into horrid half animal & half
humans, therefore becoming total EVIL. When wickedness
rises to absolute critical levels, having reached the final
consequence of willful devastation of the worldwide
environment, then ELOHIM will counter with the law of
nature as confirmed with a big fire blast from space.
Demonstrated before in history to end Evil like Sodom and
Gomorrah?
Remember, this earth is still his property, and He will
terminate the global madness of suffering to experience
divine Mercy if you survive the Apocalypse.
To preserve original genetic Life on earth, God will once
again use an asteroid. He only needs a few pure species-pair
animals or seeds stored in an icy underground Norway
bunker. The UN has collected to safeguard an irreplaceable
diversity of unmodified SEEDS, to prevent a broken food
chain, and to start over again repeating Noah’s ark. But this
time the emerging Third Civilization will be different, as the
original EVIL embedded in the Kosmos will be removed and
forgotten. Satan will be bound in the netherworld to show
angels that mankind’s sinful nature can be redeemed.
Future mankind will live in perfect intended harmony while
knowledge is greatly increased in Gods Kingdom on Earth
incredible being blessed to sustain 1000 years of peace. No
money and property ownership will exist, as all wealth is held
in common. ELOHIM the Creator will start over again and
save some of mankind who are worthy to continue LIFE on
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EARTH but this time without evil.
I was recently watching a thousand year history of Islam on
TV and saw how they continuously robbed, stole and
murdered their neighbors, totally obedient to Satan disguised
as an Allah imitation linked to a Koran based on Babylonian
religion. I was stunned and numb watching the video. It is
shocking to witness the genocidal butchering of God’s
covenant people seeing how millions of Jews and Christians
have been murdered over and over for centuries in so many
countries. Worse is the surrounding nearby powerful nations
governed by politically corrupted evil leaders always eagerly
making business deals with terrorist murderers right up to our
time corresponding to American politics? Seeing the rawest
form of EVIL will frighten most normal people into blaming
God: Why are thousand and thousands innocent people
allowed to be tortured and killed believing in “God’s Love”
revealed in the Gospel? (John 3:16)
As a hungry young refugee myself escaping the Stalin
persecution, now late in life, I still feel the depth of sorrows
repeated worldwide in refugee camps again. Millions have
duplicated this history many times, as Satan’s Islam
destructive wicked religion has never changed since the dark
Middle Ages. Committing painful genocide again and again
supported by Western Governments that typically exploit
them to make obscene money in selling the latest and
expensive hi-technology weapons. They ruthlessly evil invent
mercilessly modern techniques to kill efficiently more people.
Watching a history show on TV, my sensibility of Christian
faith was shocked and tested severely to find some answers.
I was reminded how the Bible recorded another Jesus-Satan
rendezvous in the Gospel. This encounter revealed that
Satan’s domain has been ruling this earth ever since Adam
and Eve. While Jesus lived and ministered on this earth he
healed people from all manner of diseases and drove out
many demons to wrestled back from Satan’s domain what the
Kingdom of God had lost. That is mirrored today in many
global Christian charities to continue the battle. All the
painful diseases, pestilence, wars even weather calamines like
floods and earthquakes are caused by Satan explained in the
Book of Job.
Scientists too imitating Satan can upset and change the global
weather pattern by modulating the jet stream with powerful
microwave antennas HAARP and will blame it on Global
Warming. An ignorant public is wondering why extreme icy
winter is so far south causing later horrendous floods
manipulated to raise obscene profit for the Oil-cartel.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RwRm-jxbKOM
Now I understood why God confused the languages at Babel
and divided mankind into separate ethnic cultures so that
Satan cannot possibly kill all at the same time. As he kills
thousands and millions of God’s people on one side ever
since Cain murdered his brother Abel and has continued for
6000 years, so God in his oversight will make others prosper
in a different global corner and have children. In spite of wars
the world population has increased to over (7) billion people
to balance Mankind again.
Check the history of God’s Plan for Mankind, which must be
viewed in a bigger picture. My grandkids learned that God

designed our mortality small or old and must be inoculated
with a good dose of evil to pass on immunity to the other Joddimension side. When arrived, after the resurrection, they
must first pass the White Throne test, and perhaps there they
will get the answer as to why they were singled out and killed
so young and had to suffer so intense?
Evil will be judged in detail, nothing is forgotten as books are
opened like YouTube video. All is replayed to the detail for
the last day on earth now better informed exposing what
happened after we die never preached in church, read page 83
Babushka Egg #1 (Hell, Purgatory, Fegefeuer).
To get my answer of the other butterfly side, God urged me
to check out his Bible and read that the life story of YeshuaJesus replayed like a TV movie. The Creator sent his Son to
be born on earth in Daleth dimension. Not even two years old
his parents had to flee to a foreign country to save his life just
in time as thousand of babies were killed by soldiers in His
surrounding village Bethlehem with Satan behind the
slaughter.
Growing up in a poor hill country, but determined to become
a scholar, he memorized the whole Torah, not having money
for books, before he was 12 years old. During his public 3-½
year ministry he was surrounded by thousands of poor people
when free food was offered and healed their sickness, driving
out the demons that caused so much suffering. When he sent
out 70 helpers to announce the Kingdom of God had arrived,
only 12 came back to stick around, and one betrayed him.
Wherever he went, he was closely watched to be trapped by a
fanatic religious Temple establishment fearing loss of
prestige misapplying the Torah changed into synagogue futile
traditions practiced even today.
A 2000 year old unshaken TRUTH still does proclaim that
God’s son, Yeshua-Jesus, came to redeem mankind to offer
forgiveness of all sins and to remove Satan’s chains of sin by
making available the free choice to live forever in God’s
house in a newly prepared heaven-earth. He promised there
will be no longer pain, sickness or death if you pass the test
accepting His Mercy unto Life. His Resurrection, recognized
in a natural system, cannot be logically disputed.
It was a high price to pay for Yeshua-Jesus to show that the
ELOHIM is absolute LOVE to become subjected to mortality
and at the hands of cruel soldiers, trained by Satan, permitted
to torture the author of all LIFE on earth. It demonstrated that
God has absolute Love for mankind when he allowed himself
to be horribly abused, flogged and crucified. At the end of the
Time dimension, everyone who died will see a video of
Jesus’ life and witness the shocking evidence still seen on his
back, the nails and side wounds forever visible against the
background being a blessing to thousands of families in every
generation now 2000 years.
Worse, he was rejected and betrayed by his friends even
being forsaken by his heavenly Father, atoning for the whole
Kosmos creation “SIN” judging evil. The movie will replay
the full Gospel account of his life on earth and the purpose
why God created mankind for everyone to understand what
was suppressed by many false religions and perverted by an
atheistic evil One-World-System. Watch God’s Wrath!
Going back, if those who were unjustly murdered and
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persecuted even as a child could now compare the creator
who stepped down to our level too, suffering under evil to
experience the same and showed the way out to God’s
Mercy. Death is the enemy of life, as God did not spare his
son to save me and pay my sin-debt expenses causing eternal
Death. Yeshua-Jesus explained that the consequence of death
will be abolished… “no more pain and sorrows.”(Rev. 20)
Once Mortals pass the White Throne balance test with the
Book of Life opened and are qualified for a future Jod
existence, they will be very privileged to live forever in
God’s house. The ELOHIM desired to have intimate
fellowship with redeemed mortals to share a new creation
with those who trusted him during the terrible evil time of the
21 Century Civilization rebellion.
Check out the prophesied dating events collected in
Babushka-Eggs & Pearls ignored in most Christian churches
to widen a knowledge horizon if you have the endurance to
be educated in science. One thing is sure that even Satan will
come to his end and beg ELOHIM for his final option “take
my life away.” To be totally isolated in Hell as a rational
being and forgotten in a vast universe is horribly dreadful.
Pay attention that only the creator can give or take away
“LIFE.” God will ask Satan the final question, “Why are you
alone, where are your friends, why has everyone abandoned
you on their own choice and took my option offered to
anyone being created in my image? You were specially
favored and formed as the mighty highest Cherub-angel
surrounded with power and prestige. Why have you rebelled
and caused evil upsetting totally the whole angel society?”
The Creator fixed a KOSMOS problem in a temporary Daleth
Time-dimension but it cost a lot more. He left the Hehheaven dimension and bought a field of buried treasures on a
ruined earth to save mortals like me damaged by sin desiring
to become whole asking for His GRACE to receive eternal
Life, and wish to become an appointed Saint with a special
heritage. (Rev. 21:7)
“See, I am coming soon; my reward is with me, to
repay according to everyone’s work. I am the
Alpha and the Omega, the first and the last, the
beginning and the end.” Blessed are those who
wash their robes, so that they will have the right
to the tree of life and may enter the city by the
gates.
Outside are the dogs and sorcerers and
fornicators and murderers and idolaters, and
everyone who loves and practices falsehood.
“It is I, Jesus, who sent my angel to you with this
testimony for the churches. I am the root and the
descendant of David, the bright morning star.”
The Spirit and the bride say, “Come.” And let
everyone who hears say, “Come.” And let
everyone who is thirsty come. Let anyone who
wishes take the water of life as a gift. The grace
of the Lord Jesus be with all the Saints.
(Revelation 22:12 NRSV)

We learned that the Bible has embedded a lot of novel
science and comes with a detailed Plan for Mankind, but why

is it suppressed by the Christian church establishment?
After the Apocalypse birth, a new and never experienced
righteous divine civilization will start with God’s Kingdom
on Earth now dated with science. The last global events
described in (Matt. 24-26) will then make more sense.
The guilty verdict was settled in the ELOHIM Court Case
recorded by an appointed prosecutor. God’s Plan for
Mankind will be concluded with this last Jonah message:
“Repent” and seek Yeshua-Jesus now crowned KING and ask
for his Mercy freely given.
For more information never preached in church read
Babushka egg concept books #10 #11& #12 and many Pearls.
God’s Wrath ß 17 September 2015
22 September 2017 àNew Life
1.
2.

Apocalypse Table combined with the WEB Front Page
Pearl #249 - Combination Jonah’s Last Warnings
Pearl #251 - Take a Vacation 5 February 2015, if
you live in New York City.

The [Nuclear] Zero Line - {But forgot to ask ELOHIM}
http://pro.moneymappress.com/EADZERO39/LEAD
QA62/?h=true

A Letter to Christian Churches
Pointing to a 5-Month Apocalypse
(Babushka Egg Pearl #226)
Worldwide many Christian churches have grown into mega
congregations, some with TV audiences in the thousands, in
an escalating population having crossed the seven billion
mark back in 2012. But Western Civilization became
atheistic like over-ripened fruit in harvest time now rotting to
be cast out. Even Christendom has lost its salt preserving
influence no longer exerting a sanctuary on its society.
God, the ELOHIM, has sent a second Jonah onto the town
square to wake up an atheistic society with a WARNING that
became corrupted by evil. Pay attention! God placed in the
sky an unusual tetra blood moon constellation historically
matching only with Hebrew festivals. This phenomenon is
not repeated in 500 years, which is proof of it being a last
WARNING to our civilization. The computerized One World
Order will end with the last tetra blood moons prophesied in
the Bible: 17 September 2015
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HXUqfNQ3J0o
In addition, for the skeptics, God has prearranged many
witnesses like ancient bronze clocks exhibited in various
museums as well as many science witnesses forecasting the
Apocalypse, all matching a number of Bible prophecies. Take
your time to watch some good YouTube videos that all date
an awful cosmic event in history matching a Virgo
Constellation. 23 September 2017
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_1y_hLqVXf4
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Worldwide, mankind has benefited from a 2000 year-old
Christian influence changing a world, establishing basic
human rights, creating many charities. Why now forbid
globally the free expression of the Christian faith and
undermine its credible influence on a society that once
brought blessings for all mankind? Why is it suppressed
internationally in this generation? Why has this generation
become so totally corrupt in violation of God’s ancient
standards recorded in his book?
This will force God, the ELOHIM, to interfere with the
affairs of mankind once again as they practice a wicked evil
technology, which is destroying much Life on earth. Globally
the environment is poisoned with food resources and ocean
life is fast declining permanently now endangered by genetic
manipulation, guaranteed will force all existence on this
planet to terminate all LIFE and thus become extinct in the
universe.
A similar event is recorded in history during Noah’s time. It
caused God’s Wrath, which was demonstrated with an
asteroid, (5 February 2287 BC) destroying that atheistic
society without a trace. Why will our hi-tech civilization not
refrain from making the same GMO mistakes, consequently
bound to experience God’s Wrath once more? They will not
escape, just like many of Noah’s relatives, of whom many
where righteous resembling true Christians but missed the
boat because they were unconcerned, having parties, eating
and drinking instead of heeding the words of Yeshua-Jesus.
Theologian wake-up!
Again history is repeated in watching YouTube on worldwide
TV NEWS, why are Christians being intimidated on a global
scale, many persecuted, tortured and murdered by corrupt,
polarized governments, especially in the Middle East by
terrorists. Most Christian schools, if not demolished, are
compelled to teach unscientific evolution theories concocted
as facts, which has brought forth a generation that is totally
atheistic, educated, destructive and rude on a global scale.
As a successful hi-tech inventor motivated to investigate
suppressed science so deadly to the environment, collected
many scientific facts from across various physic disciplines
linked to the Bible. It revealed that many forbidden scientific
statistics usually lethal to Life which is grossly offending the
ELOHIM. My discoveries were summed up in thirteen (13)
free Babushka egg concept books matching hundreds of Bible
prophecies from a true science perspective ignored by global
governments and most Christian churches still mired in
denominational doctrine confusion from the Dark Age.
Both establishments allowed an evil programmed Satandriven technology, now out of control, which is bound to
terminate most LIFE on earth; much of this is already
exposed on a free Web. The global destruction of mankind
will soon culminate in a crescendo to the Throne of Heaven,
ending in the last Armageddon war prophesied for next year.
That is proven by many collected prophetic Bible verses now
announced by a Jonah big Fish to better understand our
political world system pointing to free ENERGY being
suppressed. They all indicate countless violations of divine
laws; leading to a dire penalty, watch God Wrath.

Our 21st Century civilization is in gross conflict with the
ELOHIM’s contract made with mankind. The time has come
to conclude the prophesied Apocalypse and will now respond
next year and watch his fury to end this atheistic society. He
must save original LIFE for the next generation thus totally
will destroy every screwed-up genetic modification globally
controlled by a conglomerate evil Monsanto octopus cartel.
But God’s Grace sent forth once more to the global TV town
square another Jonah-II with a Warning to announce the
exact time of Jesus’ arrival to earth. He will clean up His
house and repeat God’s Wrath to purge mankind once more
from all evil by sending another asteroid already in orbit.
Only those who are appointed will survive and become a
witness of the First Resurrection which consists in collecting
the “Saints” Yeshua selected, those with more oil (Matt. 25).
They were destined for God’s Kingdom on Earth celebrating
Gods Plan now implemented coinciding with Yeshua-Jesus
birthday, just in time to save mankind once more, as dated by
Jesus Christ Himself and recorded in His Word.
Christians should investigate a little of science linked to Gods
Wrath, dated 17 September 2015, but will end three days later
in the last Hebrew festival Sukkot matching the last super
blue blood moon and a sun eclipse. In addition it will align
with 23 September 2017 linked to a Virgo constellation in the
sky matching a major Hebrew Jubilee. That special Hebrew
holiday suggest that a survived Israel will be celebrating (5)
five events: 1.The coronation of a King, 2.laying the
foundation stone of Ezekiel’s Temple, 3.The fifty year
Jubilee linked to 4.The 70th Anniversary Independence of
Israel & celebrating a returned 5.Shekinah Glory.
A friend of mine asks: why do we need five witnesses to
establish facts? The meaning of the number five in the
Hebrew Alphabet Number System (HANS) is Heh - the other
side, like a hologram in physics defining a higher level. In
any court of law only (3) three witnesses are required to
establish truth. But proving a Bible interpretive doctrine
needs a higher level linked to the Kosmos Law governing all
of God’s creation revealed in the Torah-Revelation.
Consequently, the Christian church has become comatose
accepting false prophecy teachers not educated in science.
They are avoiding the issue of God’s Wrath even though it is
dated by Jesus Christ, mostly responding, “No one knows the
time,” misquoting a Bible verse. Unbelief and false doctrine
have closed the door of understanding God’s Plan for
mankind. Why have Christians shown no interest in the many
witnesses presented by science and embedded in the Bible?
They are now collected in thirteen Babushka egg concept
books written by a retired seasoned inventor-scientist.
Surely, God has all along been pointing out a date, proven by
science, to wake us up from sleep. Yet they will not even
believe Jesus will keep silent, going about business as usual,
not bothered about the “Five witnesses” required establishing
TRUTH.
Being brainwashed and forced to adapt with the surrounding
culture where the divine laws of good and evil have been
morphed into relativity by blurring the difference between
good and evil, denying the ancient rule of fixed divine laws.
As a result, they have fallen into ignorance and utter folly.
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Why have Christians become so ignorant? Why is money,
greed and prestige more important to theologians who are
untrained in science? Worse, why keep alive the
denominational quarrels from the Dark Ages? If the modern
Christian faith were to be put to trial, could it pass the legal
court system, while avoiding the five witnesses requirement
to establish a sound doctrine to better understand the Bible?
When false Christian dogmas were introduced, not matching
Truth, why was the Word of God not investigated with five
witnesses to prove a clouded doctrine case? It twisted the
Bible interpretation into theological confusion forcing many
Christians to become victims of lying corrupted scholars from
the atheistic evolution religion camp, which now globally
control the education of our children sliding to inferior levels
in utter ignorance. Compare an 8th grade exit examination
hundred years ago with a college degree and getting worse.
No wonder Christians have lost the contest. They have ceased
to stand up and fight, especially in America and lost the
Constitutional right of public prayers now forbidden with the
Bible expelled from the classroom encouraged by US
Congress for 150 years. A computerized generation has
grown up, poorly educated, brainwashed by atheistic
unscientific fairy tales void of any logic. Entrapped
Christians now have lost their privilege and became comatose
too; consequently they will perish like Noah’s relatives who
missed the boat. It is orchestrated in the virgin story and
could have been avoided “I never knew you”, declared by the
King-Yeshua not having enough entitled oil.
What perverted the Christian faith? Why did many Christians
vote for corrupt atheistic politicians to high office down to
the school-board level? Why allow God’s Word to be
adulterated to make it conform to a more fashionable
language? Going overboard, mistranslating the Bible, perhaps
for extra profit, motivated some domination publishers to sell
more Bibles intentional blurred the Christian faith resulting in
confusion as to believe that Yeshua-Jesus the Creator of the
universe does “not know the time” of His promised return?
That lack of true bible knowledge in Christian churches
caused being unaware of “a date” of God’s Wrath not even
mentioned in synagogues. It is avoided by theologians who
do not understand Bible periods timed and cross-referenced
to ancient calendars? It is sad that most TV preachermerchants of faith are stuck in a hundred year-old
misunderstanding repeating in ignorance a mantra, “No one
knows the time,” still postulating favored opinions of some
Christian dogma mish-mash, ignoring again as usual the five
witnesses needed. They will surely fail a passing Bridegroom,
unaware of his schedule. Similar to a damaged groove of an
old record that only plays the dented track over and over
never realizing there is music on the other side.
Why do many preachers not believe in dating the
Apocalypse? One should ask them: Have you ever visited
museums to learn about a dozen ancient clocks that do tell
time being educated in science linked to an exponential
declining earth axis wobble calendar by Jesus Christ BC/AD?
Why not be knowledgeable in a little science to identify how
prophesied Bible dates are calculated still using a Julius
Caesar calendar who measured an earth axis wobble which
was fixed only last year. It can be done without computers.

Just check the ancient bronze 32 gear Antikythera clock over
2000 year old now decoded after 100 years in my third
Babushka egg concept book. Remember, if the righteous
watchman keeps sleeping, ignoring all warnings therefore is
sinning but notice the consequence…. he will die. That is
serious. The Bible verse in (Ezekiel 18:26) spells out various
conditions of life and death meant for theologians not
believing what Jesus said.
The time has arrived where God will separate the wheat from
the chaff. If you desire to honor the Lord maybe you should
discard speculated opinions in so many prophecy conferences
deficient of five witnesses. Advocates of such speculations
quietly ignore the five Bible eyewitnesses required to prove a
favored Christian spiced up doctrine case in any court of law.
They will be surprised to be found out guilty thus wrong not
educated in true science.
Many grandiose plans fueled with big money may be useless
because they oppose Jesus’ teachings, ignorant of the
schedule of the Bridegroom’s appearance. Only those who
belong will be awake at the His arrival, and will be separated
from the religious play-actors fake theologian. Becoming a
true saint will involve having sufficient oil indicating being
appointed by the King. Why were some virgin surprised?
(Matt. 25) There is an advantage in having more oil, for thus
we shall know the scheduled date of the Bridegroom’s
arrival.
Yeshua-Jesus is coming back from his Heh dimension
Kosmos in a gigantic 1800-mile large UFO known as Star of
Bethlehem renamed the New Jerusalem. Looking closer to
visit earth again that traveling huge golden Royal spaceship
city (Rev. 21:10) functions like an Air Force One. Shaped for
speed is a brightly lit pyramid seen worldwide to greatly
shock everybody. (Rev. 6:12-17) It will announce the reign of
Jesus Christ as King of kings and Lord of lords. A divinely
planned civilization will now become a reality and result in
restricting Evil, causing peace on earth to last 1000 years.
Please don’t be offended, especially preachers in the public
TV square, but God’s business is very serious - similar to the
Apostle Paul facing an atheistic crowd in Greece. This is your
last opportunity. You’ve only got one year to go to announce
a final Jonah’s warning that could save some from God’s
Wrath now dated with unusual moon and solar eclipses in the
sky as taught by science. Watch an extraordinary Nisan 1.
solar eclipse (March 20, 2015) and compare it to the ancient
Babylonian sun religion embedded in the Vatican which has
shaped Western Civilization:
Fossilized Customs The Pagan Source of Popular Customs, Lew White:
www.fossilizedcustoms.com
But trusting the Bible could gain you a huge reward if you
believe what Jesus said (Luke 21:32). Perhaps you could
learn a little more about the Hebrew culture and holidays.
Misled Christian should notice that only the “Saints” will
witness the biggest event: Jesus Christ’s return to earth, now
dated in agreement with science, September 28, 2015, also
matching a Hebrew holiday structure divinely instituted. Thus
you will know the embedded Bible schedule. But if you are a
Christian and want to survive make sure you are appointed a
“Saint.”
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God’s Plan for mankind is regulated like a business running on a
schedule. This opportunity from science matching the Bible will
not last forever. Only if true science is overlaid with prophecy a
date is thus exposed matching what Jesus said:
“Truly this generation will not pass away
till all has taken place.”
One generation is “70 years” as proven by (Job 42:16) and
many Hebrew concept witnesses linked to some science
specialties for scholars. But if you can think in simple logic,
count from Israel’s rebirth 1947/48 and apply Jesus’ sayings:
(1947/48+70=2017AD)= Feast of Tabernacles 15 Tishri 5778
Why do modern day prophets, speakers, theologians not
investigate Jonah’s WARNINGS concerning dating God’s
Wrath nearing its destination, as the ELOHIM must first
terminate Evil embedded throughout the Kosmos before The
King of kings arrives? There is still time to read some
Babushka egg science booklets collecting hundreds of
historic facts from physics which have never been postulated.
I recommend you read them backwards, as the ELOHIM
revealed a little here, a little there like (Isaiah 28:9-10), which
took 10 years to collect while dictating to a modern scribe.
This is the first time that hidden Bible truths are revealed
from a science perspective and corroborate why God created
a universe like a smaller egg growing to the next bigger with
the same picture concept belonging together, illuminated by
knowledge to enhance the story of God’s Plan for mankind. It
was meant for this last generation destined to perish.
My hope is that some will learn why God created man,
applying true science embedded in the greatest 6000 year-old
history book of mankind. Applied science should teach more
about history, like tracing the Egyptian-Aztec-Chinese
hieroglyph each telling a story of their culture mentioned in
Babushka eggs. When God confused the languages some
developed more flexible alphabets, while only the
“fossilized” Hebrew Alphabet Number System (HANS) still
shows what was retained from before Noah’s time 2288BC.
Theologians who wish to widen knowledge horizons and to
be better educated should investigate why God’s Wrath will
destroy again our earth, just like the Atlantis Civilization
disappeared, hit by a historic asteroid dated with ancient
clocks (5 February 2287 BC) causing a number of earth axis
“wobbles.” These facts not taught in fake science could prove
the Bible to be right. To verify it check out why Julius Caesar
inserted 62 days and projected a date of 21 December 2012.
That made it possible to set a Bible date accurately,
confirmed with NASA GRACE Satellite instruments. This
will help anyone interested in finding better answers to
explain God’s Plan for mankind, concepts never allowed in
church or taught in synagogues blinded by a 2000-year veil.
Collecting this material took some effort, resulting in thirteen
(13) Babushka concept books introducing a better story of
God’s Plan for Mankind linked to the first and culminating in
a crescendo Babushka Egg #13 to prove a date ending with
God’s Wrath 17 September 2015.
This will be the last Jonah message to warn an atheistic hitech, computerized world. It exposes their evil lies, which

have put this planet in danger of extinction, threatening the
very existence of all LIFE. It should wake up the many
slumbering Christians too should be scared to repent thus
gaining a little time. Hopefully being convinced what is
written in the sky of four (4) blood moon signs and two sun
eclipses matching Hebrew holidays not repeated in 500 years
linked to (Isaiah 2)
Expanding a Torah-Bible vision (Revelation 14:6), many
angels will announce the last seven trumpets message linked
to a rapture misunderstood by many theologians, which is
unknown to Rabbis. It could be better explained by watching
a 360-degree roundabout movie with different perspectives.
If you stand in the middle you can observe one side, the Heh
dimension (heaven), and at the same time the other side, Daleth
(earth - this world in this time), all to terminate this last 21st
Century Civilization with an asteroid already in orbit as
projected by science. Not only will Satan be bound in hell, but
the KOSMOS, heavens and earth will be purged of all EVIL
forever totally eliminated. That was never preached in church
but could gain knowledge linked to Babushka Eggs #11&12.
It will usher in the greatest cosmic climax everybody will see
worldwide: the Star of Bethlehem levitated in the clouds,
immensely big, estimated over 1800 miles across, a royal
City Satellite (Rev. 21:9) blocking the sun and hovering over
Jerusalem again for ten days as prophesied in accordance
with science to finalize God’s Wrath even dated with star
constellations à17 September 2015.
Everybody on earth will see that huge spectacle in the sky,
shining immensely more brightly than the sun converting the
darkest night gleaming with light. All will be shocked to see a
Kosmos-Satellite announced previously seventy (70) times
“ON THAT DAY”, by four prophets Isaiah, Zechariah,
Jeremiah & Zephaniah exposed in Babushka Egg #11).
The Torah-Bible reveals that the majority of the world’s
populations never heard the story of Gods Plan for Mankind.
Every mortal will receive a new resurrected body on the Last
Day and is evaluated in a balance of “Good and Evil”.
But God looks deeper and will check our acquired immune
system that was programmed to detect evil. Some left-behind
Christians should have known much more of God’s Word if
not appointed to a one notch higher Saint. A faulty
misleading denominational faith lost the advantage, being on
same Satan level believing too. All Mortals will be evaluated
with a balance but not all are equal. God treats every soul
uniformly but on their level. Pay attention:
When all our sins where forgiven by Yeshua-Jesus now only
weighted in a balance how much “evil” was inoculated. The
immune system will protect a future Jod dimension life and
will snuff-out evil in the bud like recessive genes could
germinate again upsetting a KOSMOS.
Thus, Christians have the reward system screwed up, because
it is not taught in church. Much confusion exists as to who is
to be raptured, who to be resurrected or left behind at the last
and seventh trumpet blast to perish in the final Apocalypse.
Maybe what will be snatched and carried away are mortal
baby children being separated from shocked parents who will
be left behind. Only those covered by a covenant or being
sinless will be saved from Judgment. Perhaps babies could
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get piggy backed by a SAINT called the “First Born” by the
angels. Millions of mortal baby-children will be presented to
the heavenly congregation before a brilliant lit ELOHIM
Throne. The Saints will be offering according to Hebrew
festival customs: the “First Fruit harvest”. When the Satellite
(10) ten-day wedding party is over, the Saints will return with
their precious mortal First-fruit and come back with the Lord
Yeshua-Jesus from a city suspended in the air.
A unique divine Kingdom will now repopulate the earth with
special anointed babies branded as holy being raised by
survived Israel and the Saints. A new emerging population
will speak only one single language, reversing the Babel
language of confusion and brought back to the original state
which is Hebrew originally spoken by Adam and Eve.
But while the immensely large Golden City hovers in the
clouds with the earth passing underneath. The biggest event
will happen read Revelation describing the prophetic journey
passing right and left on a roundabout movie screen.
Pay attention: Yeshua-Jesus revealed the end of this atheistic
One-World system in judgment. All mortals who have sinned
will be killed and “utterly perish” including many Christians,
only the elect are saved. (Matt.24:29)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lf9yzHwOeUc
A righteous divine Kingdom on Earth is starting a new
civilization. Much that is described in (Matthew 24-26) will
now make more sense. The ELOHIM Court guilty verdict case
has been settled by a prosecutor appointed by God and
concluded with Jonah’s warning Babushka egg concept books
#10, #11 & #12 and many Pears, like #107, #168, #200).

Pearl #666A Possible Forecast Ending
God’s Wrath
Jonah II came into the Internet town square 10 years ago to
reveal the APOCALYPSE of seven years (2008-2015). It will
end next year in God’s Wrath. ELOHIM appointed a retired
hi-tech inventor using modern science to harmonize what was
hidden in the Bible. This method unlocks knowledge and
exposes dating to try to end theological confusion. Many
have forgotten that the Bible history was written in advance
according to a logical, planned schedule like a train with
different time zones.
Christian should watch YouTube videos to discover the
biggest reason why the Apocalypse will be ending next year.
An evil driven high-technology is demonstrating mankind’s
worst violation forbidden by ELOHIM guaranteed to incite
God’s anger in a dreadful encounter to stamp out the GMO
rebellion.
Many atheistic scientists now proudly reveal to the public to
show their recent results of countless experiments succeeded
in creating new species half human-half animal.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zcCh_7sP66c

Consequently, Satan will soon gloat, “I am more powerful
than ELOHIM, screwing-up his creation.” God will not
procrastinate! Watch next year: a new baby will be born,
“God’s Kingdom on Earth.” It comes with a placenta, an evil
corrupted world system, burned with fire. The other side of
the coin is the reversal of what has gone wrong in the angel
Heh-dimension when Satan and 200 million government
administrators rebelled against the established heavenly
Order, dated on the Julius Caesar calendar (4488 BC).
It created EVIL for the first time still infused in the
KOSMOS. But according to God’s Plan for Mankind EVIL
will be terminated in God’s last war. First settled in heaven
by the Arch-angel Michael continued on earth helped by 4
Death angels together, will destroy the army of Arch-angel
Apollyon from the bottomless pit who escaped with his
demonic angels to devastate the earth in five months (Rev.
9:5) now dated with true science… à 17 September 2015.
But the main reason to fix this Kosmos problem was
demonstrated when the ELOHIM created a seven-cycle
universe linked to mankind in a special earth. But it will be
perfected in a two stage system (caterpillar-butterfly), as
some will be chosen to be a Saint. The angels called them the
Firstborn; analogous to the five virgins with more Oil
appointed by the king ordained to co-rule a new heaven.
Chosen to higher office, they must suffer more being well
acquainted with evil to refill the vacancies replacing the
previous Lucifer administration that rebelled, one third
became evil imprisoned in hell now escaped. Only those
graduating from sainthood with more oil will become
governors which disappointed many left behind Christians.
The Saints will be trained as judges during God’s Kingdom
on Earth to watch for “recessive-Sin” genes embedded in the
immune system which could reappear sometimes in the
future. Being specially chosen they will suffer much more,
many are beheaded by Islam controlled by Satan being
destined to protect a restored KOSMOS to make another
rebellion impossible, as angels could no longer be trusted
replaced by the one notch higher Saints.(Rev.6:9)
Two major highlighted events among many could lead to the
end time of God’s Wrath. Investigating the Plan for Mankind
with true science, I came up with a schedule even embedded
in the zodiac sky. Search some YouTube videos gone ballistic
with new discoveries, a Virgo constellation, tetra bloodmoons, and sun eclipses all matching the first Jubilee
discovered ten years ago proven with two witnesses:
22-23 September 2017
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HXUqfNQ3J0o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_1y_hLqVXf4
Other implications of the endgame were recently discovered
on TV. They should be construed to be only an opinion when
logically aligned with the current events stated next.
A short time ago the first tetra blood moon of the zodiac sky
gave warning, but the matching NEWS was delayed a little
and reported a few months later July 2014. Global TV NEWS
headlined that a huge stockpile of deadly bacterial poison gas
bombs were captured by al-Qaeda terrorists in Afghanistan
left by the American Army going home. Was that done on
purpose? Plausibly, the next blood moon event could match
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the second bad NEWS: perhaps ISIS terrorists got enough
enriched uranium for an atomic bomb - also deliberately left
to be captured, a presidential Bush family dynasty would
know about. Why?
The answer could be linked to NYC 9/11 with a Shemitah
warning projected by Rabbi Jonathan Cahn that started the
Apocalypse 2008 with a big financial global crash in NYC.
When the (7th) Shemitah (Jubilee) is overlaid with prophecy
mirrored in ancient calendars could match a New York City
disaster perhaps corresponding to the “tree holiday” now
dated in Pearl #251 (5 February 2015) which could reflect
the same event that destroyed the Noah civilization on
(5 February 2287 BC).
It is coupled with the history of ISLAM, a pale green rider
(Zechariah & Revelation 6:1-7) and watch some YouTube
videos on Islam to provide a closure of the Apocalypse circle
concluding in God’s Wrath - now five witnesses again:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gGF8213KlL8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uhtO_AYXOFY
To create artificial fear in the USA, the 9/11 disaster was
engineered by the Bush family dynasty to get (11) eleven
presidential emergency degrees approved by Congress in a
newly formed Homeland Security Agency. It will eventually
replace the US Constitution with Marshal Law enforced by a
joint military-police authority to shut down a non-functional
corrupt US Congress.
Again a stained American Government will fill up once more
the prepared detention concentration camps with undesirables
as in 1941, except this time will purge many Christians
holding on defending a US Christian Constitution only to
repeat history similar to Hitler’s Germany.
A biased - do nothing United Nations endlessly lament, and a
habitually undecided Islamic President Obama favors Hamas
terrorists controlling Gaza. Why are they not helping a
democratically elected Israel surrounded by millions of
hostile Moslems bent on erasing Jews off the map? That will
global backfire and wipe out a free America never to recover.
Soon we could see chaos on TV as thousands of Jews will be
killed by modified Gaza rockets stuffed with that bacterial
poison gas along hundreds of none detectable erratic low
flying 4 electric motor toy drones being radio controlled
carrying anthrax.
It will get worse for America; a crude atom bomb previously
captured by ISIS terrorists explodes in NYC harbor to kill the
big Satan. To buy an A-bomb is easily available from
corrupted Pakistan-North Korea generals getting big money
to retire in the Bahamas. When the US Army will wake up
and react is your guess, but for America to survive might
counter with nuclear bombs, too?

mankind is killed by a green-pale Islamic horse rider
breaking the 4th Seal in Revelation. (Rev. 6:7)
Atomic explosions will create electrical blackouts and lead to
massive starvation and unrest. Worldwide Islamic sleeper
cells implanted in many mosques will be activated; especially
Islam is favored by the White House, thus repeating history
of a Trojan horse. To prevent future terrorist threats must act
to knock out imminent potential trouble in Afghanistan,
Pakistan, Syria, Iran, Iraq, or Turkey. It will end with 5
month extra terrestrial Three Woes from the demonic
underworld foretold as stated in Bible prophecy. (Rev. 9:12)
To stop the nuclear flywheel gaining speed, the Russian or
Chinese must knock out the satellites controlling the military
hardware. Consequently that will destroy the computerized
space-technology to obsolete the Web.
Modern warfare will revert to manual as they can no longer
navigate ships and airplanes with forgotten old-fashioned sky
observations. It will traumatize the global Military Industrial
Complex and tail spin a shattered and bankrupted worldwide
economy now causing massive starvation as Oil is strangled
and will affect a wide-reaching electrical blackout, along with
water, food, service gone, creating chaos.
A One World Order controlling a powerless United Nation
linked to FED banker war-criminals, now bankrupted can no
longer finance a world economy unable to fight an outdated
“low-tech” war. It will give the signal for ISLAM that the
time has come. Prophesied marching 200 million angry
people shoulder to shoulder with swords and clubs inflamed
with hatred to kill all the Jews in Israel. A provoked mob of
many nations stirred up by a deceptive Anti-Christ-Vatican
alliance will concentrate in Armageddon conflict ending next
year in God’s Wrath.
The Hebrew prophets predicted the last genocide of Jacob’s
Trouble where half of Jerusalem will be overrun, murdering
four (4) million Jews on the way, no longer protected by a
decimated Israeli army run out of ammunition and options.
But watch the sky only Jews and sinless babies will survive
the last atheistic evil Civilization on earth.
7th Trumpet à17 September 2015 (Isaiah 66:15, Ps. 110:5)
Then the Seven Revelation trumpets will be heard worldwide
blasting fearful God’s Wrath in a gigantic UFO encounter
from space with no escape. The golden pyramid city over
1800 miles across will hover over Jerusalem and visit again,
described in the Gospel as the “Star of Bethlehem”. But also
comes to rescue and save a remnant of Israel as described in
Babushka eggs #10, #11 & #12 detailed documented in
special Pearls applying science.
Like Hebrew Teth overlaid, a new Civilization is born, God’s
Kingdom on Earth, but a baby is linked to a bloody placenta
of the atheistic One-World-Order destroyed by

That would continue a prophesied scenario of global
lawlessness now with Marshal Law imposed in the USA
injurious to the global FED bankers, affect the Saudis’ oil
distribution and devastate the Stock Market casinos, like
three flies with one squat. Three previous apocalyptic horse
riders already left the barn like white-Vatican, red-Socialism,
and black-Capitalism now foretold that one quarter of
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God’s Wrath
THE JUDGMENT of YHWH ENDED
Isaiah 43:1-28 - Isaiah 44:6-8 (NIV)
“But now, this is what the Lord YHWH says - he
who created you, O Jacob, he who formed you,
O Israel:
“Fear not, for I have redeemed you; “I have
summoned you by name; you are mine. When
you pass through the waters, I will be with you;
and when you pass through the rivers, they will
not sweep over you. When you walk through the
fire, you will not be burned; the flames will not set
you ablaze. For I am the Lord YHWH, your God,
the Holy One of Israel, your Savior; I give Egypt
for your ransom, Cush and Seba in your stead.
“…Do not be afraid, for I am with you; I will bring
your children from the east and gather you from the
west. I will say to the north, ‘Give them up!’ and to
the south, ‘Do not hold them back.’ Bring my sons
from afar and my daughters from the ends of the
earth - everyone who is called by my name YHWH,
whom I created for my glory, whom I formed and
made.” Lead out those who have eyes but are
blind, who have ears but are deaf. All the nations
gather together and the peoples assemble (to end
in my Wrath). Which of them foretold this and
proclaimed to us the former things? Let them bring
in their witnesses to prove they were right, so that
others may hear and say, “It is true.”
10 “You are my witnesses,” declares the Lord
YHWH, “and my servant whom I have chosen, so
that you may know and believe me and understand
that I am he. Before me no god was formed, nor will
there be one after me. I, even I Am the Lord
YHWH, and apart from me there is no savior. I have
revealed and saved and proclaimed - I, and not
some foreign god among you.
You are my witnesses, ”declares the Lord
YHWH, “that I am God. Yes, and from ancient
days I am he. No one can deliver out of my hand.
When I act, who can reverse it?” I Am - the Lord
YHWH, your Holy One, Israel’s Creator, your
King.” This is what the Lord YHWH says - he who
made a way through the sea, a path through the
mighty waters, who drew out the chariots and
horses, the army and reinforcements together,
and they lay there, never to rise again,
extinguished, snuffed out like a wick. “Forget the
former things; do not dwell on the past.
See, I am doing a new thing! Now it springs up;
do you not perceive it? I am making a way in the
desert and streams in the wasteland. The wild
animals honor me, the jackals and the owls,
because I provide water in the desert and
streams in the wasteland, to give drink to my
people, my chosen, the people I formed for
myself that they may proclaim my praise.

22 “Yet you have not called upon me, O Jacob,
you have not wearied yourselves for me, O
Israel. You have not brought me sheep for burnt
offerings, nor honored me with your sacrifices. I
have not burdened you with grain offerings nor
wearied you with demands for incense. 24 But
you have burdened me with your sins and
wearied me with your offenses. “I, even I Am
YHWH blot out your transgressions, for my own
sake, and remember your sins no more. Review
the past for me, let us argue the matter together;
state the case for your innocence. Your first
father sinned; your spokesmen rebelled against
me. So I will disgrace the dignitaries of your
temple, and I will consign Jacob to destruction
and Israel to scorn.
44 “But now listen, O Jacob, my servant, Israel,
whom I have chosen. This is what the Lord
YHWH says - he who made you, who formed you
in the womb, and who will help you: Do not be
afraid, O Jacob, my servant, Jeshurun (Yeshua),
whom I have chosen. For I will pour water on the
thirsty land, and streams on the dry ground; I will
pour out my Spirit on your offspring, and my
blessing on your descendants.
6 “This is what the Lord YHWH says - Israel’s King
and Redeemer, the Lord Almighty: I Am-YHWH,
the first and I Am the last; apart from me there is no
God. Who then is like me? Let him proclaim it. Let
him declare and lay out before me what has
happened since I established my ancient people,
and what is yet to come - yes, let him foretell what
will come. Do not tremble, do not be afraid. Did I not
proclaim this and foretell it long ago?
You are my witnesses. Is there any God besides
me? No, there is no other Rock; I know not one.”
(Daniel 2:34, 44-45, & Psalm 83)

Updated World Cuckoo Clock
God’s Plan for Mankind was first recorded by Enoch the
seventh generation from Adam before writing of the Hebrew
Alphabet was invented. He did not live long and disappeared
perhaps into the other dimension? The name Enoch in
Hebrew means “education” and was a brilliant multidimensional scientist, architect of the Great Pyramid in Giza
and has inbuilt in stone advanced space knowledge and only
recently discovered his higher mathematics not yet improved.
Some Babushka Egg Pearls have highlighted a number of
Enoch’s events reflecting a superior knowledge in a biblical
three dimensional Kosmos-universe defined as Heh-Daleth
and a future Jod dimension typical embedded in the Hebrew
Alphabet Number System (HANS). He passed on information
from before Noah’s time identified as the Atlantis First
Civilization, which ended in God’s Wrath.
That ancient society was far more technically advanced in
GMO capability which grossly violated a divine ELOHIM
covenant made with Adam, thus judged with a historic
asteroid dated on the Julian calendar 5 February 2287 BC.
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This is verified in many ancient gold-bronze-stone clocks
exhibited in many museums and recently proven by NASA.
But why is it ignored by atheistic fake sciences, which rather
believe in baseless atheistic fairytales suppressing history.
A pyramid has a base of four corners plus four sides coming
together at the apex, totaling five, symbolic of the Kosmos
Heh-dimension. The capstone is represented as YeshuaJesus-Christ, the eternal Word made flesh. He is the owner
and, similar to any ball game, also the referee of two team
players. One is Satan and his Demons and the other party are
Mortals and the Saints.
The structure of the infinite Kosmos is reflected in a five-sided
pyramid design. That unusually pyramid outline is mentioned in
the Torah by prophets Enoch and Ezekiel and better described
on the end of the New Testament (Rev. 29:9) purposed like
Golden City about 1800 miles across previously known as Star
of Bethlehem. It functions like a presidential AIRFORE ONE. It
was meant to visit the Daleth-dimension traveling through space
at high velocity littered with debris of forming galaxies and
floating rocks and asteroids. The pyramid is a practicable design
for the Elohim to travel in style at extremely high speed and
needs a pointed nose like a rocket.
On the bottom is the motor fueled by infinite energy
described in the first Genesis verse started with ∞ Light
which was placed on the first creation day in the universe.
The metaphysic explains how all the galaxies are formed and
fueled with ∞ energy to crystallize into matter converted by a
Time-dimension check it out in the Babushka Egg #9.
That of course is not taught in universities embroiled in
atheistic evolution lies to darken a Mind to keep students
ignorant. Any design is purposed to reflect a one notch higher
intelligence to understand the metaphysics even Newton
postulated. Why can we not read the other 50% Newton’s
laws he writes about concealed by the establishment?
On one pyramid corner follow the edge going up representing
Satan domain linked to a Heh-dimension to crosses over the
apex down to the other diagonal base corner.
The mortal mankind party is on the next corner, but will
mirror a Daleth-dimension repeated passing over the capstone
too still missing in Giza to indicate Jesus Kingdom is still
future. The base has embedded a clock to compute Gods Plan
for Mankind within a Time-dimension. The German blackforest clockmaker invented a clock with extra features and
even included the sound of a cuckoo.
That is a useful illustration converting Enoch’s pyramid
Knowledge in a familiar world clock illustrated on page 3. Thus
there is a cuckoo clock to evaluate a temporary TIME dimension
hidden in the base of the pyramid, but all is linked to the history
of a divine Kosmos explained with symbolic familiar science.

in the great Pyramid that is a base-7. Our binary computer
language is a base-2 also established during Enoch ancient time,
the Julian Caesar Roman calendar was original a base-10.
Angels live in the Heh-dimension =5 (the other side) and were
original cloned like dinner plates, some with a special gold color,
full of light like Lucifer, but all were created to live eternally as a
Time-dimension did not yet exist.
When Lucifer-Satan rebelled it caused EVIL which got a cuckoo
clock ticking, but created two problems like the extra clock
features. One, as Angels were designed to live forever, but if
someone sinned is immediately cast out into the outer darkness
prison to remain there forever and ”Forever”.
However God is not vindictive, but absolute Love, thus the
ELOHIM invented another option. He inserted a DEATH option
in the Kosmos not violating a free will for each individual can
now choose and make a decision. He created two options: Mercy
unto Life and Mercy unto Death. Only the Creator-God can give
or take away Life because of his Mercy. If an angel finds himself
in outer-darkness forever, he can now choose to merge
according to the laws of physics into a lower Daleth-dimension
and indwell a mortal body in order to die according to entropy,
which is a better option then to live in outer darkness forever.
(Luke 8:26) This bible verse could explain demon possession.
When Satan caused a rebellion in 4488 BC the ELOHIM created
a different replacement for his administration, which became
vacant when Satan followers were removed and put into a
netherworld prison. But Satan and some lesser evil demons were
appointed to become a teacher to tutor “Evil” to the mortal
newcomer MANKIND. That required that the new Mortalbeings were designed this time on a two-stage cycle.
To avoid a future Kosmos rebellion once more, the newcomer
must experience a caterpillar stage designed first to be
acquainted with and recognize evil. Consequently all must be
inoculated with a good dose of evil to acquire an embedded
immune system useful for a future butterfly-life to be born into a
new dimension “Jod.” The Bible clearly states that all demons or
fallen angels kept in prison all will be released during the end of
the Apocalypse.
But the above story in Luke explains that some demonic
possession in mortals like now seen in many ISIS terrorists
during the apocalypse is further explained by Jesus and said will
be the worst time on earth never to be repeated again. The
appointment of some demons in history is to teach and inoculate
mortals with evil to embed one notch higher an immune system
in the butterfly stage of resurrected mortals to recognize evils in
the future Jod-dimension and snuff it out in the bud. Evil can
therefore never reappear once more.
But that appointment to teach evil to mortals is also an
opportunity to escape the netherworld prison. They want to
possess anything what has life like 2000 pigs crowded in one
unfortunate mortal Jesus med on the lake to gain an option to
die. The demons begged not to be forced to return to the
netherworld but asked to end their life in a herd of drowned pigs.

But pay attention, the world-cuckoo bird announces twelve (12)
o’clock the Apocalypse, which also symbolizes one notch higher
“the Lake of Fire.” That is the time when all EVIL in the
KOSMOS is terminated. No kidding, it will happen next year if
you survive the asteroid ending the five month demon possessed
Apocalypse only Satan is kept jailed. The clock started to tick
when Satan rebelled in 4488 BC (Julius) and will end 3018 AD,
exactly 7000 Hebrew calendar years.

That same option is offered in the last days of the Apocalypse
to enter those who have been marked by the privileged
political World-Peace-Party (the beast) favored to get food
and gasoline for survival to end in God’s Wrath.

The Torah-Bible too has embedded a math system like reflected

Explained from history Mortals lived separated from angels
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now born in an incubator placed in the Daleth-dimension
which started first in a beautiful Garden of Eden now
worldwide poisoned and destroyed by mankind who became
evil. The creator selected a suitable earth somewhere in the
night sky on the edge of a vast universe among the many
galaxies with the lights “ON”. God placed on the fourth
creation days an appropriate sun to maintain Life with a
moon to measure time. The moon cycles were captured in
ancient decoded clocks exhibited in many museums. My kids
like the cuckoo clock because it has a noisy bird and used by
his granddad as an illustration to widen a Bible horizon.
A Time-dimension world cuckoo clock was embedded in the
four corner pyramid which defines our mortality with a
beginning and end. It was first framed by the angel domain,
Heh-dimension, ending in a Daleth-dimension on our earth
which is our mortal home. But, because of redemption, which
is the Kosmos apex of the pyramid, the ELOHIM created a
new future Jod-dimension.
Yeshua-Jesus foretold in the Torah-bible a New-heaven and a
New-earth bathed on the metaphysic resurrection principle
illustrated in many events in physics postulated with many
Babushka eggs. Rational created beings do not operate like a
robot, but were purposed to have choices like a clock was
designed for a schedule.
We still live in the Daleth dimension being bound by clocks,
except some are curious and want to be better educated to
understand what LIFE and what DEATH is all about, being
mortal must go through the cocoon. Some Saints are caught
in the middle which is every Christian dream will bypass the
death experience not that terrible.
But the King will only chose five appointed virgin gifted with
extra pressed immune oil for a special position. (Matt.25)
Everyone born Mortal is destined on a journey to the Grand
Resurrection and hopefully will pass the White Throne balance
test to be given a new body for the other Jod-dimension linked to
Eternal Life only revealed in the Torah-Bible. Or you have
another choice to believe in an atheistic evolution religion
invented by Satan who has always been a liar. The Apostle Paul
quoting Isaiah faced the same problem. (Acts 28:26-NRS)
‘Go to this people and say, You will indeed listen,
but never understand, and you will indeed look, but
never perceive. For this people’s heart has grown
dull, and their ears are hard of hearing, and they
have shut their eyes; so that they might not look
with their eyes, and listen with their ears, and
understand with their heart and turn
— and I
would heal them.’
As for me, believing the Bible consequently was a better choice.
Have another look at the Worlds Cuckoo Clock, but with the
lights ON in your mind, which continually will expand a vision
to understand Gods Plan for Mankind linked to YOUR chosen
destiny.
Please answer the most vital question if you are not convinced of
this scientific dating: Will you be on the other Jod-dimension
side? It is finally better explained in the forbidden Babushka
Concept Eggs. I hope you are convinced learning a little bout
God’s Plan for Mankind linked to true science.

Pearl #248Epitaph of the Big Jonah Energy Fish
This last Pearl will review a number of events to usher in the
prophesied Apocalypse. Worldwide contemporary high-tech
education and scientific research have been under the ruthless
control of powerful atheistic, priest-like bankers. Though
only a handful in seven billion people, they have
internationally conquered most governments. They gained
power by printing an unlimited world currency, usurped in
1913 by a family of invisible FED bankers dolling out
lucrative bailouts to the industrial elite and huge grants to
dishonored politicians. They especially favored many global
universities with bonuses when researchers complied with
their atheistic evolution religion to keep the masses ignorant,
compliant and comatose.
The Death of Money - Interview Jim Richards
http://moneymorningtv.com/rickards/ocho.php?pub
_id=454975&s1=gdnmmp3
It created a demented mindset which shaped the 21st Century
civilization into a spiritual abyss ending in a computerized,
evil One World System. The consequences of unscientific
evolution opinions, twisted by unrestrained paid off scientists
no longer aiming to discover truth, have become destructive
to a global society. This is bound to end in total bankruptcy,
proven by the global environment already grossly failing,
thus ending our scientific advances.
International NEWS daily reports hot spots of revolutions
destroying the livelihood of thousands. Many have been
murdered by corrupt governments fighting desperate people,
who feel so oppressed that their young people turn into
terrorists not knowing they are manipulated by a big power
elite hiding within corrupted governments. Millions of
women and children who managed to escape are stranded in
refugee camps, living in tents as many cities have turned into
rubble, devastated like Germany in 1945.
This last generation is now racing hell-bent, destroying the
global environment in utter disregard of humans and animals
forced to breathe dirty air and drink polluted water deadly to
a life existence. Why allow the poisoning of every farmland
with toxic chemicals to enrich the evil Monsanto octopus
cartel and its noxious sisters causing uncontrolled massive
cancers and odd diseases linked to many Salmonella food
recalls barely reported in the media?
Powerful evil conglomerates are destroying most food seeds
by genetic manipulation. They spliced out the reproductive
genes, exchanged for cloning, which will cause a global
collapse of the food chain, leading to massive extinction
according to Newton's law.
Operating internationally beyond the law, these unstoppable
tax favored cartels are now united in a global Oil-NuclearMilitary Complex brotherhood elite, bribing judges and
senators by making them instant millionaires. It all started 80
years ago when access to free energy was denied.
It was first invented by Tesla-Hoffman now hell-bent,
determined to end all LIFE on this planet. When LIFE is
terminated on a massive extinction scale, God the ELOHIM
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is not sleeping but watching over his creation ransacked by
greed. Guaranteed, He will repeat Sodom and Gomorrah.
Notice, once more He has sent another Jonah onto the
Internet town square with a message that says: "Stop messing
up and destroying my house, the only place where LIFE
exists in the universe." If you want a proof, just look through
the Hubble telescope and look at lifeless 407,702 galaxies
and planets collected in a massive NASA computer among
billions of galaxies impossible to categorize.
Again history is repeated when corrupt mankind is forcing
God the ELOHIM to intervene for a second time to end this
civilization in order to save life and the environment for
future generations to last another thousand years. GOD’S
WRATH once prophesied and linked to divine revelation has
arrived. The ancient Bible shaped human history for 6000
years, why has it been silenced? It taught every child what is
"good" and "evil" to survive.
Why has it been perverted and reduced to immoral
Relativism? According to the ignored ancient Bible wisdom,
even Newton's physical laws will demonstrate the
consequences of the human failure, ending in an Apocalypse
of self-destruction as prophesied of old.
Being an inventor-philosopher, I started to investigate the
many evidences of suppressed science in conflict with
university LIES usually covered up by impossible theories.
Blind-sided students are compelled to accept an unscientific
evolution religion favored by world bankers, endorsed with
grants.
Money has corrupted and brainwashed uninformed professors
who willfully deny Newton's entropy laws, exchanging them
for a stupid evolution monkey theory. They argue that the
natural downward laws of thermo-dynamics could evolve to
higher energy levels, a theory believed by a brain-dead
majority against all logic and common sense and contrary to
physics.
This demonstrates defective, closed, fruitless minds no longer
functioning. They cannot fathom or comprehend that
intelligence, a precursor of divine laws, is linked to infinite
LIGHT energy. This fact is confirmed and reported in the
very first verses of the 6000 year-old Bible (Genesis 1:1)
telling how the universe was created. Why is it rejected?
The alternate “logical option” left is speculating that the
universe and all LIFE only found on earth, has evolved from
a NOTHING or, as recently postulated, from a mysterious
black void not yet defined by science. Only morons will
smash Atoms in CERN costing billions and billions, yet after
40 years they have not discovered anything that makes sense.
You could compare it with someone smashing an egg on an
anvil with a big sledgehammer, who then theorizes how a
chicken could develop from the smashed residue stuck on the
wall (Nebelkammer).
As a hi-tech inventor, I use many analogies to widen science
horizons for my grandkids. Science education is distorted by
a relativism that suppresses the fundamental laws of nature.
Consequently, society has become ignorant, pliable,
oppressed and controlled. It will all end in something like
witnessed in Islamic cultures where they murder anyone not
submitting to a primitive medieval belief system.

Modern hi-tech atheism is heading in the same direction. This
sort of thing is impossible to coexist with a Christian-based
Western Civilization. Keep watching the NEWS and see how
this will end up in global self-destruction, provided that
Newton's laws are still in operation.
To widen science horizons for my grandkids, why not start
with the forbidden Bible? It is not allowed to be taught in our
schools anymore, yet reveals metaphysical knowledge
explaining the Kosmos. In it, I discovered forgotten true
physics that needed to be linked to paraphysics to make it
visible to ignorant scientists. Why were Newton’s writings
suppressed when he mentioned some Bible concepts?
To explain nature concepts in simple terms and to delineate
truth as opposed to so many lies taught in universities at a
PhD level, just pause in front of a mirror. It will reveal that
the three dimension reality in front (perhaps you) is reflected
in a two dimensional image I call physics. Everything that is
living reality is reflected in the mirror, but in reverse. As you
focus on the reality, standing in front is not only dual but has
embedded something hidden on a higher level.
We all have an invisible MIND implanted in a paraphysical
body which cannot cause a reflection in a physical mirror.
But a mind can only become noticed - visible if connected to
an energy source called "Life", as dead bodies do not move. It
is still a mystery, disclosed only to Bible readers. The
invisible paraphysics cannot be seen in the physical mirror
image perspective and can only be observed by action or
movements compared to what was learned from history. All
is controlled by an invisible "cosmic intelligence center"
recognized in a hidden MIND operating in the metaphysical
dimension of a higher order like a Holographic Universe.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lMBt_yfGKpU
You must have the light "ON" to understand the invisible
laws always cascading according to entropy. A lower entropy
level is seen here as a mirror reflection. But the switch for the
lights to be ON in your MIND for a higher understanding is
activated by the ELOHIM mind expressed in a number of my
Babushka Egg Pearls continually amended by added data.
Just think: 80 trillion DNA’s in our body need intelligence to
form a specific protein. Proteins are formed by atoms aligned
with others forming molecules, also needing intelligence in a
full circle. Similarly, according to technology, if only one
byte of information is missing, like in your computer, it will
morph into a computer virus now totally useless. In analogy,
the many evolution lies are just missing intelligence
completely lacking common sense, as proven in computer
programs. “Garbage in gets garbage out".
Applied to GMO technology, LIFE will terminate on this
earth as it is diminished in every seed bearing generation
since cloning only has 50% embedded information. I have
already seen this in my garden: when I bought modified
plants they soon died. I am also hearing complaints from
many bankrupt farmers. According to Newton's law it will all
demonstrate that once the criminal Monsanto octopus cartel
has run out of the original seeds needed to repeat the gene
modification process, it will soon be out of business too.
Farmers now unable to buy modified seeds will start
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worldwide the collapse of the food supply waking up
everybody from sleep. Being perplexed as to why the shelves
in the grocery stores are getting empty and more expensive,
doubling the price every month.
It will be too late as replacing the lost Gene pool information
for the next generation of our children will have been
permanently lost. On top, to make it worse, the human race is
programmed to die slowly with a mutation rate of
degenerating genes and chromosomes up to 10%, causing
cancerous diseases no longer responding to antibiotics. The
environment now grossly abused and poisoned is fast
collapsing causing massive extinction.
Only God the Creator could start over again or could choose
an Apocalypse to get rid of an "evil generation" just in time
to prevent the collapse of the human race –fact true scientists
know about but are afraid to voice for fear of losing a job or
prestige. Watch the extraordinary tetra four blood moon
warning sign in the sky (4 April 2014) not repeated in 500
years! Watch a YouTube video and realize the Apocalypse
has started and read the latest forbidden Bible information
linked to true science collected in Babushka eggs concept
booklets #11 and #12 free on the internet if still around:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HXUqfNQ3J0o
When investigating free energy in space with telescopes now
seeing galaxies with the lights "ON", we could theorize that if
infinite ∞-energy is spinning like a chain carousel, thus it is
energizing and creating a universe according to physics. My
grandkid loves the chain carousel; when looking inside all is
stationary and fixed like we see a motionless universe
looking at the sky. But our vision could be fooled when we
feel gravity seated in the hanging chain contraption while it is
in fact turning outward. If you want to prove gravity
experimenting in science jump off a building, but consider
that it will make profit for the undertaker. Telescopes prove
motion too.
Check the Aztec precession constellation turning 25,625 year
cycles postulated by atheistic science but overlaid with
ancient gold-bronze clocks in museums now decoded is
measuring 7,500 bible Hebrew years matching Julius Cesar
correcting a wobble calendar inserting 62 days and Pope
Gregorian fine-tuning adding 14 days more to end. When the
wobble is no longer moving, 21 December 2012 may have
solved a number of mysteries for some.
Only when infinite energy is moving analogous to electric
generators producing electricity, can the many galaxies be
formed, eventually ending in a planet like our earth. When
energy is being directed with the lights "on" it will start the
process of conversion forming atoms, verified by Newton's
gravity laws. Crystallized atoms will condense into over 100
elements recognized in Fraunhofer’s spectral lines, dissecting
light which was categorized in a Periodic Table. That process
reveals a purpose demonstrating a design which points to a
divine intelligence denied in atheistic universities ignorant of
physics linked to the metaphysics.
An added mystery is my MIND embedded with LIFE that
cannot be defined in reflections of a physical mirror. Ignorant
professors believe all appeared from a NOTHING, on the

grounds of stupid evolution fairytales enforced by corrupt
world bankers paying off an atheistic university and
government elite with lucrative grants. When lies are infused
into a young mind it will pervert morals leading to a
destructive world view not respecting life.
My grandkids, not having PhD degrees, understand “science
based on logic" much better. They learned that a complex
cuckoo clock could not possible evolve from a NOTHING,
like fantasized in an unfeasible "big bang" theory postulated
by so many brain-dead professors who believe that the two
laws of thermodynamics could be reversed.
Most universities teach, and are convinced, that by applying
physics they can prove that a NOTHING started with a big
bang, which then evolves into SOMETHING. But again they
forget that first there is a need for intelligence as a priority
according to Newton to tell the energy which direction to go,
either on an implosion or explosion path. Consequently, my
grandkids who have learned to think logically say that there
must be a Kosmos designer to explain the existence of
intelligence.
Notice that complex gears inside a cuckoo clock telling time
for mortals (another mystery) are designed according to
physics. But here comes the clincher which is controlled by a
higher MIND able to manipulate the paraphysical invisible
chain energy (gravity force) and which needs to be wound up
once more to make it run. A cuckoo clock linked to a cosmic
energy source will not run without intelligence replicated and
embedded in the MIND of my grandkid or illustrated by
DNA forming trillions of proteins.
That creation logic principle is denied in corrupted atheistic
universities. Being so ignorant they do not know why the
Platinum IPS World Standard Kilogram in Paris and its six
sisters became obese after having been safeguarded for 135
years in an isolated steel underground vault to avoid fraud.
And why would university peer pressure suppress the fact
that light was measured to be 300 times faster by high-tech
instruments? Check the Princeton University NEWS.
More unending mysteries exist globally in museums which
exhibit priceless, ancient gold-bronze clocks. They are afraid
to decipher them, which could prove the Bible to be right.
Being brain-dead, not curious to find out why so many
prehistoric clocks with strange double dials where built in a
way not matching our clocks. One Antikythera clock in a
Greek museum has three dials and 32 bronze gears, dated
before Christ.
All ancient clocks measured a moving earth axis wobble not
taught in our schools. This phenomenon should be seen in
connection with Julius Caesar, 54 BC, who corrected a
prehistoric calendar by 62 days. Later in 1500 AD, Pope
Gregory fine-honed it once more by adding 14 days to
become our accepted world calendar we all use. But
measuring time from a biblical prophecy perspective has been
expanded in physics, still a paradox today, explained in
Babushka concept Egg #7. Now better explained the nature of
time forming atoms and elements is still avoided by atheistic
university PhD lecturers having no scientific answers in a
student confrontation. Why did the earth axis wobble come to
an end on 21 December 2012?
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It is now confirmed with NASA satellite computer GRACE
technology able to convince and educate even a skeptic?
Complex space instruments measured an earth axis still
moving 14 hours several years ago. How did Julius Caesar
calculate it without computers?
Photographing galaxies with the Hubble telescope, we still do
not have a good theory of why the lights are "ON". Could a
static photographed universe be revolving, moved by infinite
light now converted to electromagnetic energy just like a
motor-generator is demonstrated in physics in a mirror
image? Or what is a strong force linked to a weak force
bathed in gravity - also magnetic?!
Why is magnetized water producing 30% extra food for
farmers? When used by commercial chicken ranches they
reported that it reduced the mortality of chickens giving
higher profit. Lastly, where does the energy come from in the
sun, which is getting smaller, heating up space as measured
originally by Kelvin?
To sum it all up, let me speak of the greatest mystery linked
to free Electricity invented by Nicola Tesla. It was produced
totally free of charge from magnetized gravity linked to an
unlimited outer space energy trail, all starting from
an infinite central Kosmos energy source. I believe invisible
energy comes out of the black hole of our Milky Way galaxy,
photographed and made visible in a number of pulse star
galaxies. Perhaps it could be transferred by neutrinos? Just
follow the Babushka egg trail for a much better theory
available free on the Web for the benefit of future generations
of mankind.
For example, if you want to understand free electricity it is really
a simple process. Even my grandkid understood it. It needed
only some copper wires made into loops and a magnet that must
be moved through many loops. Oscillating back and forth gets a
(+/-) pulse. Or the right turn loop gets a (+) pulse and the left
turn a (-) pulse. If the magnet moves faster, it will get bigger
amplitude, and as it is directed to the higher resonance frequency
it grows to higher levels of free energy potential.
If you want to convert extra energy it gets better when
stronger Neodymium-Iron-Boron magnets are used. But
when the pulsed current is returned in the previous winding,
it will double being higher biased. If the doubling bias is
repeated and redirected in the other turning generator
windings will always double in each loop too.
Eventually and very shortly it reaches a resonance frequency
a million times higher, resulting in dangerous electrical
levels. That could fly a Concord jet with free fuel with a
modified UREE #16 jet engine. Being a previous high-tech
inventor I designed (16) sixteen UREEs for various
applications as described in the Babushka concept book # 9,
available free on the Internet. It was also sent with a courtesy
letter to the White House for evaluation by NASA scientists.
Instead a reply, got a visit from the IRS being thoroughly
audited WHY? Being retired without an income for 10 years?
Once more, electricity is generated in the Hoover Dam when
water runs through a pipe compressing gravity which is
turning turbines. That gravity force can be tamed and made
portable by recycling compressed air inside a green steel
bottle of the size used in a wheelchair. Air pressure

perpetually moved to drive electric generators produces
permanent free electricity too. It was meant for big
applications like freight trains or jet planes running on free
energy.
However, electricity can be converted much more easily in
another utilized invention designed in a number of smaller
UREE generators to produce electricity - still cheaper and
totally free.
By using familiar uncomplicated low technology one could
manufacture portable small generators outfitted still using
super magnets, Neodymium-Iron-Boron now placed next to
rotating low inertia wire loops resembling a printed board
armature of DC motor tape drive invented 20 years storing
computer data.
But the greatest benefit is obtained from obsoleting massive
outdoor wires of transformers hanging on poles superseded
by long distance steel towers transmitting million of volts all
ending ultimately in a Hoover Dam grid with generators. The
whole outmoded infrastructure is very expensive to maintain
due to corrosion occurring in time and frequent interruptions
in bad weather. It could be totally obsoleted and replaced
with UREEs if the global, corrupt government elite would
allow it.
To prove my point, investigate how Nicola Tesla drove his
car with free wireless electricity extracted from the air 80
years ago. He had an antenna just like modern wireless
Internet and telephones. Why were his 700 patents
confiscated by the US government elite, Senators being paid
off by a corrupt Oil-Nuclear Cartel?
Why was a German scientist by the name of Hoffman
silenced splitting water to hydrogen gas? After discovering a
free infinite energy source, why is it still denied or only
allowed in rockets when Sputnik showed up?
Why is this superior fuel not applied to polluting automobiles
creating dirty Diesel smog globally destroying the
environment, becoming deadly toxic, and worse, causing
enormous climate changes melting icecaps faster?
Being evil to the core, these people force seven billion people
to breathe poisoned air. According to the laws of physics, this
amounts to ruthlessly killing the next generation of children.
Why is this vast "free" ocean energy not allowed to replace
firewood no longer available for two billion people, thus still
suppressing what Hoffman invented 80 years ago?
The cheapest free clean Hydrogen gas should replace
destructive deadly fracking technology extracting dirty
contaminated Gas-Oil from rocky sand. That fracking method
evil to the core will permanently destroy globally many
productive farms by poisoning the food supply and
destroying the aquifers for the next generation.
We are lucky the Internet, not yet forbidden, has hundreds of
engineers on YouTube showing a thousand new experiments
of "free electricity" that can no longer be concealed by
corrupted universities being paid off to teach stupid evolution
fairytales, always hoping for another Judas Iscariot grant
from the controlling octopus Energy Cartel.
To explain free energy seen in galaxies, we should examine
what the very first verse in the Bible says, revealing that the
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invisible infinite light energy source is the beginning of
creating a universe cascading to a lower entropy, invisible,
piercing the darkness of space linked to the TIME dimension
defining our mortality.
Then God said, “Let there be ∞ light”; and
there was light. {on a lower entropy} (Genesis 1:3)
Once more, when ∞ light energy moves and penetrates a time
dimension, it will gear up to crystallize into creating atoms
with odd shapes of galaxies. Energy passing through the dark
of space according to two thermodynamic entropy laws will
be reduced to a visible light frequency embedded in the time
factor now transformed to elements measured in Fraunhofer
spectral lines eventually condensing into mass glued together
by magnetic gravity.
An expanding universe from NOTHING is just false
speculation as proven by analyzing photographed galaxies
with the Hubble telescope, which only shows reverse entropy
forming matter from infinite light converted to vapor,
condensing and becoming dust and coalescing floating debris
in vacuum. Eventually, emerging mass will move activated
by magnetized gravity to form cold planets resembling our
solar system and earth, as counted 407,702 times in NASA
computers, in accordance with the Second Law of
Thermodynamics.
But Life-SOMETHING in a higher entropy order was passed
on to us from the ELOHIM, replicated his image in a threedimensional mortal mind entropy controlled by miniaturized
divine intelligence. I hope you have a MIND with the lights
"on" reading my Babushka books.
It ends with a special report recognized in the creation of
mankind, embedded with a little ELOHIM-MIND in a full
circle which breathed into Adam a divine “intelligence life”
impossible to define, a good story to widen knowledge
horizons. It is the same model replicated like an atom or
explained to my grandkid his cuckoo clock needs a kick to
start energy to flow from space just like Adam formed from
dust all the DNA gene-gears in place to make our heart
ticking still connected to the ELOHIM source. Energy
continually is flowing with embedded intelligence in you and
me not understood by impossible evolution fairytales which
cannot explain the nature of Life not matching DNA.
It is a shame that modern knowledge is controlled by corrupt
hi-tech atheists still stuck like an old record groove to play
the damaged music track over and over, believing in
unscientific evolution fairytales. They will never realize there
is music on the other side. Being corrupt, they can only
enforce unscientific opinions of demented scientists with a
strong police force in every institution of higher learning.
As a previous scientist and inventor, it is getting nearly
impossible to have any logical discussions with scholars or
theologians when their minds are no longer rationally
functioning, having their lights "off".
Eventually free Babushka egg concept books will be read by
everyone. They will learn about the revealed "Truth"
embedded in the Bible describing a totally new atom theory.
That theory explains how free energy from space is
transferred wireless like in high-speed computers and
telephones, not difficult to understand.

I wonder how long it will take for an evolution brainwashed
21st Century society to figure out that a huge Hoover Dam is
now replaced with a cheap, low tech UREE generator in
every house or linked to a single roof solar panel driving a
small motor generator. No longer will they need the energy
cartel ripping off the consumer.
Various UREE generator versions have been proposed for
driving your car or flying a jet airplane with free energy.
These inventions are still denied by the atheistic
establishment. - NOT POSSIBLE!
These people will not allow obsoleting their pollution
poisoning and deadly nuclear businesses ripping off the
consumer. They have degraded themselves to absolute evil;
causing so many world wars fought, suppressing free energy
now 80 years old and proven by many YouTube videos.
Basically, they deny perpetual motion, but if allowed, and is
connected turning a generator, will get unlimited, nonpolluting, smogless green electricity totally free. Why have
electric generators never been improved for 100 years? All
needed a redesign using stronger magnets.
Why are hundreds of windmills in Europe, costing billions,
still not connected to the grid? Is it because one tiny UREE
generator in your basement garage could give you free
electricity? Are Siemens dinosaur windmills obsoleted too?
The Ultimate Renewable Energy Engine (UREE) now
discovered will fuel the next civilization once the energy
cartel has been eliminated by the ELOHIM.
He is coming back to earth just in time to clean up His house
with an Apocalypse asteroid. Once more God’s Wrath will be
poured out, terminating an evil generation, consequently
ending similar to a historic ancient atheistic Atlantis
Civilization which totally disappeared in the Mexican Gulf
being hit by an asteroid on 5 February 2287 BC, being judged
like Sodom and Gomorrah.
Jonah's WARNINGS point out a historic God’s Wrath once
more. Today’s modern high-tech world resembles the corrupt
Atlantis civilization during Noah's days, which totally
perished without a trace. Many archeological discoveries
proved what the Bible recorded that Noah's generation was
more advanced in GENE technology, which became the
reason for their total destruction.
Our generation is doing the same now collected many
technical facts in Genetic Modification Exposed! which is
the 4th Babushka concept book. Examine how the ELOHIM
in the Heh dimension will repeat what happened in history
and use the same method again. Have you noticed that a 52
Km rock in space is aiming toward earth? Will you listen to
Jonah's Warnings? Watch out for a calculated date from
science matching bible prophecy. 17 September 2015!
Bible prophecy explained including a perspective from
science became (12) twelve Babushka egg concept books.
They better explain the purpose for our existence, to discover
why we were born in the only place in the universe where
LIFE could exist. This is all linked to how physics is related
to metaphysics.
That should widen a knowledge horizon looking at mankind's
history, investigating galaxies connected to atoms all fuelled
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with {∞} infinite energy in a 360⁰ degree perspective to
summarize the many complex concepts explained on a level
even atheists can comprehend - all available free on the
Internet.
God's Plan for Mankind in the Bible has predestined a critical
juncture event meant for a last generation, a generation to be
judged because it is totally evil. It will not require much
intelligence to recognize when fundamental Bible based laws
have been rejected worldwide and replaced with an Islam
religion favored by a corrupted UN General Assembly.
One third of our world's population is governed by Islamic
Sharia law, which will hack off a hand or head with a sword,
without a trial, controlled by Satan, a murderer from day one.
Sharia law is demanding to kill all Christians and Jews and
even using their own children strapped with explosives to
destroy randomly innocent human beings following the
Koran. As demonstrated on TV during the Islamic Spring, we
witnessed daily car explosions killing people, burning
schools, churches and synagogues, their women horribly
subjugated, suppressing basic human rights.
Why tolerate globally an inhuman, medieval religion called
Islam flooding Europe? Why is a cruel inhuman primitive
Islam religion favored in the UN World Council while
condemning the tiniest democracy ISRAEL? They became
the largest research technology center and since 1967
collected 300 Nobel-Price laureates blessing the world?
Wake up! Even in America, a 200-year old Christian based
Constitution – the envy of the world – has legally been
twisted. A new generation has grown up, disconnected from
the old Bible-based tradition, changing American culture into
an atheistic society.
Americans have murdered 60 million unborn babies in
abortion mills for profit, selling baby body parts to greedy
gene manipulators. In the pool of slaughtered children how
many science geniuses like Einstein, musicians Beethoven
and Bach, Nobel Prize laureates would have been born
helping out our destroyed economy for a better life.
America's prisons are overcrowded with misled youth and
worse, they have voted in an Islamic Trojan horse in the
White House with irreversible consequences. Study history.
It might take a little more time to logically understand the
principle of our present world politics made pliant by an
evolution religion denying that we were created as higher
beings, but have become degenerated, believing a LIE.
Why not be better educated and watch some free Internet
YouTube videos proving what is postulated in my Babushka
egg concept books?

The Apocalypse has arrived!
Summing up, the many knowledge principles based on the
Bible and projecting science in a physics mirror, which
reflects a paraphysics reality of the metaphysics higher level,
you will see a parallel of history being repeated. We are all in
the same boat, being mortal. Like Sir Isaac Newton once said,

"Hypotheses non fingo." It could be summed up once more
with these Bible words:
We have made a covenant with death signed
in Hell an agreement ... and have made lies
our refuge and in falsehood we have taken
shelter…(Isaiah 28:15)
The divinely inspired Bible pointing to the root cause of
worldwide corruption, the many conflicts and wars, an
environment dying, worse, causing extinction by changing
globally the food by Genetic Modification and rejecting free
energy for 80 years, ALL was triggered by a LIE embedded
in an atheistic evolution religion. Even Dr. Albert Einstein
was deceived by the establishment.
When we Mortals deny the Creator who gave us LIFE, just
think for once with logic and reason, and if you are educated
a little, you will see history repeated not having learned the
lessons. It will have "global consequences".
You must understand this, that in the last days
distressing times will come. For people will be
lovers of themselves, lovers of money, boasters,
arrogant, abusive, disobedient to their parents,
ungrateful,
unholy,
inhuman,
implacable,
slanderers, profligates, brutes, haters of good,
treacherous, reckless, swollen with conceit,
lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God,
holding to the outward form of godliness but
denying its power. Avoid them! (2 Timothy 3:1-9)
Once more?
The Lord saw that the wickedness of humankind
was great in the earth, and that every inclination
of the thoughts of their hearts was only evil
continually. And the Lord was sorry that he had
made humankind on the earth, and it grieved him
to his heart. So the Lord said, “I will blot out from
the earth the human beings I have created—
people together with animals and creeping things
and birds of the air, for I am sorry that I have
made them. And God saw that the earth was
corrupt; for all flesh had corrupted its ways upon
the earth. (Genesis 6:5-12)
Soon the many prophesies in the Bible
the early morning hours with fire in
GOD’S WRATH. But the sky will be
Morningstar indicating the birthing of
dated by forbidden science.

will be concluded in
the sky announcing
centered by a bright
a New Civilization,

A returned Jesus Christ, King of kings, Lord of lords will
demonstrate in great supernatural cosmic power the arrival of
God's Kingdom on Earth. He promised peace on earth to last
a 1000 years and, halleluiah; Satan bound in hell as explained
on a higher level in Babushka Egg #1 to #12. And for a full
rounded 360⁰ vision the many Pearls #165, #169, #225,
#233. Check it out on the Internet - still free.
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*
There's Ida. She's roughly 32 miles (52 kilometers)
across. An asteroid like her would spell big trouble for
our planet if she ever got the notion to visit.
Science measured two Ida orbits first calculated 4.84, which was
prophesied to appear around Jerusalem and mathematically
projected:
(21 December 2012) = 2012.97262074 + 4.84 = 2017.81262
Image courtesy NASA/Jet Propulsion Laboratory
http://sci.esa.int/sciencee/www/object/index.cfm?fobjectid=2306

But watch once more the YouTube video (page 2) WARNING of four tetra blood moons. Pay attention to the last blue blood
moon dated 28 September 2015, which will end the Apocalypse with a calculated second orbit of 2.25, a little shorter as
measured by a Russian scientist. It matched the Apocalypse date when EVIL will be removed forever from the Kosmos
linked mortal entropy (Egg #12).
If we accept a 97% orbit accuracy with gravity exponentially increasing velocity, we only have a 13-17 day orbit difference.
When we use the Hebrew Moon calendar holiday structure, it is narrowed down to a special day which is a partial sun eclipse
on 1 Tishri (13 September 2015) ending the 7th Harbinger anniversary to start a new civil Hebrew calendar corresponding to
GOD'S WRATH matching Jesus' projected date to end the Apocalypse, please note the equation below {70 years}:

ISRAEL 1947/48 – UN Resolution
“Truly this generation will not pass away
till all has taken place.” (Luke 21: 32)

God’s Wrath ß17 September 2015 ¤ 22 September 2017à New Life
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Thirteen Babushka egg concept books explore recent scientific and biblical discoveries
that have never been discussed before in the halls of universities. Just as a Russian toy
egg containing multiple smaller eggs with the same picture illustrates scaled concepts,
these books discuss these new concepts - mostly using everyday language.
The familiar Russian toy concept was applied to recent new scientific discoveries and when
analyzed and compared to physics alongside metaphysics, which is forbidden in our
universities, it revealed that much of the fundamental science is embedded in the Bible.
In addition, another new discovery of great interest was uncovered, particularly for theologians. Its
functions are similar to a Rosetta Stone, which opened up a new scientific perspective that matches
Bible prophecy. The ancient Hebrew Alphabet Number System (HANS) works like a code, which
assisted in straightening out the mixed-up pages in Revelation. It rearranged the text in a chronological
order, which revealed a much better picture in the puzzle of prophecy.
That ended theological confusion about what lies ahead and predicts the end of our civilization with the
impact of an asteroid (which is already in space) on 17 September 2015, not only coinciding with
prophecy but also that date is embedded in the zodiac sky and sun eclipses calculated by science.
Combining and aligning scientific methods with prophecy, we can now understand scripture much
clearer, which also supports the mathematical calculations used to accurately forecast the Apocalypse,
now ending. It is in line with Daniel’s prediction that indicates that in the end times, a Wise Club would
appear, and its members would know what the total “Plan for Mankind” is from a scientific perspective.
Our civilization has grossly violated God’s covenant once more, again incurring God’s Wrath, just like
the previous Atlantis civilization during Noah’s time, which perished with the impact of an asteroid on
5 February 2287 BC.
Our civilization is firmly entrenched in an atheistic, liberal-socialist, Hegel-Marxist, capitalist-hybrid
system, which has perverted a 6,000-year old divine order that was given to mankind and is the central
focal point as to what is good and what is evil, something which any child knows. There is now willful
degradation of this, spinning it into a third-point politically correct worldview where everything
became relative. That crossed the line with God the Creator, Who has announced Judgment that will
end this most evil generation causing massive extinction by genetically altering the original food-chain
for mankind already started collapsing to destroy all life on earth for our grandchildren. Check the
global destruction statistic of genetic modification ending in total evil half human-half animal species.
That is causing once more Gods Wrath like Sodom and Gomorrah guaranteed now dated:
17 September 2015.
If you want to survive and build your own boat like Noah, read the Babushka books, which are
designed to highlight many prophesied events that are linked to science, which has never been done
before. The Apocalypse warning is posted by Jonah-II with a Big Energy Fish to make it credible for
the skeptics.
Gods Wrath will end "This Age" next year with an asteroid consequently it is now high time to do some
serious reading perhaps could survive or be spiritually prepared. Do not base your faith-beliefs on a
local church pastor or ignorant TV theologians funded with big money. Decide for yourself of the last
opportunity to investigate forbidden science discoveries to be convinced that Bible prophecy will end
next year. Very little time is left ending our 21st Civilization announced by a big Fish Jonah-II Warning.
“God’s Kingdom on Earth” was promised by the King of Kings, Lord of Lords Yeshua-Jesus Christ.
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